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STRATEGY AND VALUES OF OLD-BELIEVERS  

AND NEO-PAGANS (URAL CASE)

At present time we are witnessing many signs of a growing diversity 

explicitly addresses the norms, orientations, predilections, convictions 
upon which a person makes decisions on how to get on in life, whom 
to bond with, and how to present him- or herself in public. One source 
of this new era of multiple lifestyles in modern epoch is religion1. In 

discourses and practices after the end of the Soviet system. 
In contemporary Russia, on the one hand, there is a marked tenden-

cy towards re-strengthening of Orthodox Church. On the other hand, 
new patterns of religion and religious behavior are manifest. For these 
reasons, the modern patterns of religious practices, new forms of spiri-
tuality and representation of religious identity as a part of individual 
and collective identities deserve more attention in Religious Studies2. 
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In accordance with my own research it will be interesting to see in what 
extent and which ways these issues can be employed in the context of 
our Ural case studies.

Ural is associated with border between Europe and Asia and repre-

producing their own type of regional identity. Under regional identity 
I also subsume communal identity, i.e., the identity of a place as a local 
community, the way that inhabitants of a place think of its image, and 

3. How do 
the people of different religious denominations within limits of region 
want to arrange their place, what do they aspire to, what do they want 
to express, and by what means? How do they create and maintain social 
cohesion in era of globalization? How do they express mutual accept-
ance and recognition, and how do they withhold it? These problems 
can obviously be described in terms of continuity and change, since 
religious models are either to be borrowed from some close or distant 
sources or to be elaborated anew according to particular social and 
ideological contexts.

This paper examines the alternative moral discourse in framework 

approach to religiosity, this paper examines different trajectories taken 
by Old-Believers and Neopagans in Ural region to create new moral 
and social order for contemporary Russia. 

Why these religious groups? These communities eager to promote 
their own identity discourse, sometimes in clear dissociation from the 

elites offer this own way of getting of moral orientations, focuses on 
moral potential of European practice while non-traditional religious 
communities tend to base on their own ideology that contrasts with the 

3 Ural Histo-
rical Bulletin 
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Among religious communities in modern Russia, keeping their own 
standards and values, to a large extent contradicting the faith of an 
ethnic group and of the state, we can distinguish Ural Old-Believers 

has been studied by scholars for a long time, there are a lot of gaps 
today in our knowledge of regional and confessional peculiarities of the 
Old-Believers movement. At present time more emphasis needs to be 
placed on understanding the Ural Old Believers as a historical pheno-
menon as well as their perception of contemporary reality. 

Starting from the end of the 17th century, Ural was one of the biggest 
centers of Old- Believers. Historically the main Old-Believers’ centers 
were mining settlements and also villages, lying on the way from the 

th 
th 

th it was impli-
cated in the emergence of bourgeois life forms. If in the 18th century Old 

th century well-off 
farmworkers or merchants became heads of the Old-Believers commu-
nities and centers of religious life became large, mainly trade, villages. 

districts of mining Ural, making up Yekaterinburg eparchy. However, 
the major denomination among Ural Old- Believers from the beginning 

th

-
ments, they stayed in a chapel without a priest and a temple (in a chapel 

of the world, asceticism, adherence to the old rituals and old faith. The 

exist on Earth and they therefore renounced priests4.

4 Ural 
Historical Bulletin 
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The tradition of Chasovennye is not based on statehood, or on ethnic 

morality in the consciousness of Ural Old-Believers. This morality, 

hierarchy as well as the state and western values. 
The strength of the Chasovennye’s belief is based on the historical 

named by its founder, Deryabinnikov Michael Illarionovich. Blaming 
other persuasions for some elderly having personal belongings and 

announced that he is separating from it.  Michael’s followers supported 
as much remoteness from the secular world as they could. In the chapel 

Since that time the social structure of Chasovennye has been 
non-homogeneous. One can distinguish several categories of belie-

Old Believers especially succeeded in rejecting the state, which it 

discussed by the Old Believers conventions led to the conclusion that 
the most pressing issue at the time was opposition to the denial of God 
sanctioned by the State5. Following the established tradition the Old 
Believers regardless of doctrinal differences resorted to isolation from 
the hostile environment and thus prevention of the younger generation’s 
exposure to aggressive atheism and other “harmful and ruinous beliefs 

rejection of those who practiced the inadmissible (deviations from the 
dress code, tobacco smoking and beard shaving) - were all practiced 

5 Julia Borovik, “Synodal Conventions of Old Believers of the Urals and West Siberia in 
Ural Historical Bulletin 
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with renewed emphasis on the mentors’ and parent’ duty to bring up the 

At present, according to Old-Believers, true Christianity shall be 

confession is comparable to an initiation, the transition to a “servant 

become the key elements of faith6.
According to Old Believers, the life of a person from the very 

moment of birth is marked by the sin. It is sinful to let the dog to come 
in house (if it is being seduced by the Devil betrayed the Lord); milk 
a cow without covering one’s head, drink tea and coffee, smoke, steal, 
watch TV. Old Believers don’t accept photos in their houses as well as 
photographic or printed reproductions of icons in their worship. Secular 
singing is sinful too; it is opposed to sacred songs, like darkness and 
light. Any dances and musical instruments, making devilish sounds, are 

A confessor remits little sins through the confession. For big sins 
the penance (epitim’ja) is a reading of the Kormchaja Kniga (Book), 
including saying prayers, using lestovka (a special type of beads) and 
many bows, deprivation of supplications. But the most fearful sin is 
recantation of Christ; for such a sin the penance is perpetual and is 
equal to martyrdom. 

-
vers say, seem to be connected to the Orthodox holydays, saints and 
visiting a church. Old Believers do not venerate saints that appeared in 

a church cult, Ural Old Believers have a book cult. The Gospel Truth, 
they say, is only contained in the holy books, written in the Old Church 
Slavonic language, which guard faith from the secular world full of 
temptation. 

6 
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Between the end of the 18th th century books 
for spiritual leaders of Old Believers consist of rules and regulations. 
They did not only explain how to keep order in a monastic cell, baptize, 
etc.; but also contained other kinds of information pertaining to which 

times during the day, where to put the dishes, where to hang clothes, 
etc. Due to the importance of the Word in these religious communities 
Old-Believers’ culture could be called, for the most part, bookish.

One of the peculiarities of the religious self-consciousness of the 
Ural Old Believers is non-acceptance of the chaos in data and morality, 
generated by IT and by the processes of globalization. In Old Believers’ 
houses there are no TV-sets, because “if one watches TV he/she does 

. Especially devilish digital video is dange-
rous. One of the main things, connected to the modern eschatology, is 
a computer. The computer, in the judgment of the Old Believers, is the 
visible embodiment of the Antichrist, whose name is inscribed as 6667.

Starting with 1666 the Antichrist showed up both sensory and 
bodily in Nicon, Peter the Great, the Pope, and now it is imagined as 

ahead making people worship him. Ural Old Believers consider that 
the Antichrist’s name is encoded in every bar code, the three double 
lines of which mean 666. Through the other codes, like INT (Indivi-
dual Number of a Taxpayer), all the data about people is devoured by 
the Beast. After computers and codes the microchips, which will be 
implanted into people’s right hand and the forehead, are supposed to 
be followed. Then the horrible war will begin which is ended with the 
coming of the Antichrist’s reign8.

All the links to Old Believers’ numerous calculations about the 
coming end of the world are senseless; their self-consciousness is 
a religious one where the devotion to some idea, despite its obvious 
discrepancy with logical analysis and facts, prevails. Today the notion 
of the Doomsday is widely prevalent along with ideas about omnipre-

7 

8 Ibid.
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internet and increasing dependence on technology.
-

it was the Old-Believers who introduced innovations and took an active 
part in the modernization of Russian industry in the 18th

of the 20th centuries . Russian entrepreneurs, Old Believers were the 

western technologies and innovations (imported machines and equip-
ment, steam engines, etc.). Many Old Believers were the authors of 

railways and shipping companies to establishing banks and trading and 
manufacturing companies). The practical nature of the Old Believers’ 
spirituality was manifested in its pronounced focus on entrepreneurial 
values. This formed the basis for special Old Believers attitude towards 
entrepreneurial activity and the formation of the spiritual concept of 
Business. All these prove the high adoption potential of Old Believers, 
their capacity for evolution in conditions of informational and cultural 
instability. 

At present time there is a motorcycle and tractor in every Ural Old 
Believers’ yard; youth are interested in technical innovations.  The 

10. Thus, at the same time 
they remain committed believers and strictly adhere to the principles of 
Old Belief. 

important. In the context of the virtualization of the world and prolifera-

Ural Historical Bulle-
tin 

10 
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It seems that modern discourse of Ural Old Believers is complica-
ted and confused, it includes many contradictions and prohibitions. The 
case of Ural Old-believers has either features of anti-secular and secular 
processes.

Another example is related with activity and worldview of Neopa-
gan groups. First of all, it is necessary to make some general remarks 
about the dogmatic teaching, ritual practice and everyday life of the 
neopagan movement in Ural, so called 11. 

This movement is headed by the leader called himself Dobro-
slav. His followers of different social background are attracted with 
exotic rituals and special spirit atmosphere. The community’s activity 

exists as a secret order and there is no any information about its activity 
for another people. Neopagan community does not open up so easily to 
newcomers and give relatively vague answers.

According to Dobroslav, Svarozhichi respect sacred books of all 
religions, but the most important are considered ancient Russian vedic 
scriptures (Velesov Book, Perun book, Russian Vedas etc). The doctrine 
includes the preposition about world’s multiplicity (material and spiri-
tual), about their hierarchy. Russian patriotism, devotion to tribal and 
family ideals and respect to all living creatures on the Earth are consid-

Svarog, Perun, Sventovit, Lada Godness and sacred ancestors), which 
are considered as incarnations of one God. According to them, a person 

consists of light and dark worlds. Svarozhichi criticize Christian church 
and European values for distortion of truly faith.

Although the ideology of the movement can undergo certain chang-
es, its main idea focuses on the creation of the new society free of 

11 

December, 10, 2015.
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violence and aggression, living in harmony with physical environment 
and the nature. The practical steps to achieve the goal are, as declared 
by the leaders, (1) moral and spiritual perfection of the movement 
followers; (2) establishment of new social relations within the commu-
nity; (3) attempts to give up modern technology and western values and 
all activities leading to ‘pollution’ of natural environment and human 
body.  

only remembering the glorious past, but also rebuilding it, here and 
now12. Paganistic national visions are based on a unique interpreta-
tion of ethnic proto-history, a strong commitment to non-Christian, 
«ancient» roots of ethnic culture and a spiritual concept of the nation. 
The movement‘s legitimacy is based on a presumed continuity with the 
cultural heritage of pagan ancestors. As detailed historical continuity is 
broken for almost a millennium, native faith movements have to invent 
their own traditions. The linkage between religiosity and nationalism 

nationalization of contemporary spirituality. 

in the articulations of shared meanings and the formulation of new 
community ties. Native faith movements are not based merely on 
ideologies and mythical constructs; religious practice and spiritual 

-
gan religious ceremonies in Ekaterinburg, where ritual of veneration of 
ancient Russian Knights plays a great role among . These 
forms include the practice of so called veneration of ancient Russian 

-
ed to victory of Prince Svyatoslav in the battle with Hazars. The sense 
of this ritual is closely related with attracting to Slavic ideas of new 
members, the whole generations of families. The family values are 
crucial part of moral discourse of this community. Follower may tell the 
brothers and sisters about his misdeeds, moral problems and so on and 

12 

Pomegranate: The International Journal of Pagan Studies 
41-61. 
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ask for relevant suggestions. The ideology of this movement can to be 
compared with the Soviet moral discourse in which the future society 
to be created by members of the society should avoid any ‘negative’ 
(or ‘unfavorable’) forms of human behavior and social life including 

A general common point of different pagan movements is in their 
basic aspiration for the reconstruction of an imagined pre-Christian 
native faith. Post-socialist phenomenon of alternative spiritualities 
is often connected to ethno-political processes, national symboliza-
tion and local interpretations13. It‘s especially true for post-socialist 
neo-paganism, which has a distinctive character among the interna-

14, it is 
‘a movement inspired by nature-based spirituality, stressing the need 
to return to ethnic or tribal identity, to pre-Christian roots, to the old 
customs and indigenous values‘.

CONCLUSIONS

Nowdays religious groups in Ural often use mythologems for 
constructing their moral ideas. The production of mythos and “invented 

-
nities remember, reactualize and articulate their religious identity. 

sense to the individual existence of the religious group, and arouse the 
feelings of unity and greatness of one’s own nation15. Typical methods, 
used by religious leaders in order to reproduce the religious identity and 

-

13 Ibid.
14 

APLINKOS, 
15 Anthony D. Smith, 

Oxford University Press, 2003). 
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tious sacralization (some of the scope of activities and some important 
people are excluded from the sphere of the every-day perishable life); 
rituals practicing. 

In my point of view, a possible reason for this conversion to solid 
moral values within different religious groups is the presence of 
eschatological motives connected with different circumstances within 
contemporary Russian consciousness16. It is as well an ideological 
doctrine accompanied by the elimination of the state from the sphere 

-
tion of one’s own unclaimedness. Also included in this moral turn an 
environmental problems connected to habitat destruction and natural 
resource exhaustion. Economic instability and widespread private 
competitiveness operate as additional coordinates for the appearance 
of this move to solid moral ground. Fear of globalization also plays an 
important role. 

The search for a means to symbolically and practically overcome 

such a situation. The demand for religious conceptions is explained by 
the way in which they create prospects for clear personal activity, provi-
ding solutions for many problems. 

Neopagan and Old-believers movements are revival movements, 

non-native as well as western elements. Beliefs in a (national-and-
-pagan) golden age, which existed before the political and spiritual 
corruption of the nation, before the age, when old mores were exter-
minated and substituted for «alien» ones, are salient among pagan and 
old-believers sympathizers today also.

(1) Non-traditional religiosity plays a substantial role in reshaping 
social frames of remembering and . When collected at the 
level of a collective regional consciousness, these myths create a speci-

16 Vladimir Yashin, “Hierotopical motives and locus cultures in new religious 
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17. The emerging paganistic and old-believers histo-
rical narratives characteristically oppose mainstream historical canons. 

(2) It provides a cultural-political frame for an alternative discourse. 
Based upon these foundations, a counterculture is being formulated; 
its adherents are constructing an «Other World» and building an «anti-

(3) It includes late-modern elements -
sms are associated with «groupist» answers; participants are urged to 
connect their personal problems and values to national group narra-
tives. Late-modern alternative spiritualities, processes of individual 
identity-building and «groupist» thinking are interconnected. In the 
words of Doreen Massey, here we have “a multitude of stories with 

18.
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